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Purpose:  

This report pertains to a two-story outpatient surgery center located at 530 Henry 

Street in Rome, NY. The building sits on a 4.7-acre lot near the corner of South Jay 

Street and Henry Street; which happens to be the site of the old Rome Cable and 

Bare Wire Facility. The Surgery Center was designed using 2010 New York State 

Building Code. The report contains all the information regarding the foundation, the 

concrete slab, geotechnical report, loads, RAM software results, and any other 

structural aspects.  

Geotechnical Report: 

When the design of the slab was created for the Surgery Center, an allowable soil 

pressure of 4000 pounds per square foot was used. The site contains a larger 

amount of dense glacial till, sand, and gravel from depths 6’-10’. Lateral Soil 

Pressures are the same as allowable soil pressure stated in the Geotechnical Report. 

The Geotechnical Report is located in Appendix B.  

Roof Loads: 

The roof loads for this structure were based on the 2010 New State Building Code. 

The Snow Load was calculated by using Sections 1608.2-1608.3.5 in the 2007 NYS 

Building Code. The roof is designed with a factored load of 120psf. The factored load 

consists of 24psf dead load and 96psf live load. The roof consists of a 90-mil 

membrane made by GenFlex Roofing Systems, 2 layers of ½” roof boards made by 

US Gypsum Company, a 4” insulation made by RMax, and 1 ½” B-Lok 20 Gage metal 

deck. The Max span has been limited 6’-6” due to the Factory Mutual System set in 

place by the Insurance Company. The loads can be found in Appendix A. 

The Surgical Center has a carport that hangs over the front entrance of the building. 

In order to properly design the car port a snow load for drifting had to be calculated. 

By using Chapter 7of the American Society of Civil Engineering’s Standards to 

determine the drift snow load of the car port. The calculations can be seen in 

Appendix E. 



Floor Loads:  

The Floor loads for the Surgery Center were taken from the 2010 New York State 

Building Code. The Dead Load for the floor loads came out to be 96psf after factoring 

it. The dead load includes tolerances for item such as electrical wiring, mechanical 

units, and ceiling tile. The 2nd floor uses a 2” Lok Floor Deck with a 4-1/2” concrete 

cover and meets code by having a fire rating of 2 hr. Since the occupancy of this 

building is for medical purposes, the floor loads are subjected to higher loads. The 

New York State Building Code states that hospital corridors must be designed using 

a load of 80psf. The factored floor came out be 128psf. The 2nd floor was designed 

using a total factored load of 224psf. The loads can be found in Appendix A. 

The stair case for the Surgical Center had designed as well. The stair case design 

used 50psf DL and 100psf LL. The calculations for the stair case can be found in 

Appendix D.   

Elevator: 

The elevator used in the Surgery Center is a Hydrofit made by Otis Elevator 

Company. The elevator uses a hydraulic design system to propel the cart from floor 

to floor. The Hydrofit system does not need a machine room like conventional 

elevators, this allowed for more space within the surgery center. The elevator is 

capable of traveling up to 26’-6”, however the elevator used in the Surgical Center 

only needs to travel 12-8”. 

The Rough opening for the elevator shaft is 8’-4” x 5’-9”. The elevator needed a pit 

with a depth of 4’-0” along with a 2’-0”x2’-0”x1’-0” sump pit. The slab of the elevator 

pit is 12” in thickness and contains 6” O.C. #8 reinforcing with Shrinkage and temp 

at 8” O.C. #6 reinforcing. The walls for the elevator pit are the same as the 

foundation walls used for the building. The design for clear cover for the elevator pit 

was set at 3”. Refer to Appendix D to see the manual calculations for the elevator pit 

slab. 

 



HVAC Unit: 

The Surgery Center is equipped with an HVAC unit mounted on the roof of the 

building.  The unit is a TRANE Model WC 240, 20 ton unit with an economizer, 

motorized damper, and power exhaust.  These three options add an additional 80, 

75, and 95 pounds respectively to the weight of the unit.  The unit requires a clear 

opening of 9’-5 3/16” x 6’-5”, this opening is shown in appendix F.  Since the unit is 

not symmetrical, the weight distribution varies from corner to corner.  To be 

conservative the heaviest of the four corners was selected and then multiplied by 

four.  The final weight used for design was as follows: 

 (4x707lbs)+80lbs+75lbs+95lbs=3078lbs 

This weight was distributed over the two long edges of the opening as linear dead 

loads. 

 3078lbs/(2x9’-5 3/16”)=163.2lbs/ft 

 Rounded to 165lbs/ft  

Wind and Seismic Loads: 

The design of the Surgery Center did not include wind and seismic loads. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Structural Design Aspect of Report: 

Foundation Walls/Footings: 

The foundation walls for the surgical center are 12” in thickness and contain # 4 

reinforcing at 12” O.C. The foundation walls are uniform in thickness throughout the 

entire building. The walls sitting on top of the foundation wall have a 7/8” overhang 

due to the architecture of the walls. The height of the foundation wall was designed 

to be 4 feet and is uniform throughout the entire building. The footings that the 

Foundation Wall sits on were initially designed to be 2’-0” x 1’-2”. 

Column Footings:  

The column footings designed for this project vary in depth from 16” to 22” and also 

vary in length and width from 3’ x 3’ to 9’ x 9’. Locations of these columns can be 

found on the Foundation Plan drawing and are denoted within the Footing Schedule. 

The length and width of the foundations are governed by the bearing pressure on 

the footing applied by the soil while thicknesses are generally governed by punching 

shear caused by the loads applied by the column onto the footing. The footing size 

and rebar area required for the footings were determined through the use of an 

excel spreadsheet created in CTC424 – Design of Concrete Structures.  

Concrete Slab: 

The Slab for the Surgical Center is a Slab on Grade design. After reviewing Appendix 

C it was determined that the minimum thickness of the slab had to be 6”. The basis 

of this thickness was that the slab would not be subjected to loads over 500psf. The 

required reinforcing for the 6” slab is one layer of 6x6xW2.9xW2.9 welded wire 

fabric.  The table that was used to determine the slab thickness and reinforcing can 

be found in Appendix C. 

Ram Output: 

The steel framing of the building was performed using RAM Structural Systems, a 

product by Bentley.  This is a useful and powerful software used in to assist in the 



design of steel framed buildings.  There are several steps that must be followed in 

order for RAM to work effectively though.  All beam and column layout is done 

manually and all spacing requirements must be calculated first.  However no manual 

sizing of these members is required at this time.  Additionally, all decking, loads, and 

criteria must be manually done first and caution must be used when imputing these 

into the RAM software.  If all inputs are correct, RAM will calculate reactions and 

size the members.   

One advantage of RAM is the ability to solve indeterminate structures.  In the case of 

a steel building with a concrete slab, that is the shear studs working compositely 

with the concrete slab.  The shear studs often allow for a smaller beam since the 

concrete is helping to absorb some of the compression that develops at the top of 

the beam.  The surgical center was designed as a non-composite structure first so 

that manual calculations could be made to confirm the loads and criteria were input 

correctly; those manual calculations are shown in Appendix G.  After manual 

calculations confirmed the RAM model was setup correctly, it was converted to a 

composite design. 

RAM allows for manual sizing of a member if there is a special situation that 

requires it.  Since RAM only sizes based on reactions, it may end up with a deeper 

beam framing into a smaller one.  In a case like this, a beam can be chose manually 

and RAM will test if the chosen beam was adequate.  RAM will also recalculate other 

reactions based on the new beam size. 

The following appendices are reports printed from RAM: 

 Appendix H: Floor Map 
 Appendix I: Column Summary 
 Appendix J: Beam Summary 

Appendix K: Material Takeoffs   
 

 

 

 



Roof/Car Port Loads 

Dead Load   Live Load  

Item Load (PSF)  Item Load (PSF) 

90mil Membrane 1  Snow Load 58.8 

Roof Board 1/2" 6      

4" Insulation 0.67      

Mech/Electric 9      

   2.1      

Suspended Ceiling 1      

Unfactored 20  Unfactored 60 

Factored Load 24  Factored Load 96 

 

Total Factored and Unfactored Load: 

Total Roof Load (PSF) 

80.00 Unfactored 

120.00 Factored Load 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2nd Floor Loads: 

Dead Load   Live Load  

Item Load (PSF)  Item Load (PSF) 

Mech/Electric 11  Floor *Hospital Corridors* 80 

Deck (20GA) 1.8      

Slab  (5.5") 60      

1/2" PCC Tolerance 6      

Suspended Ceiling 1      

         

         

         

Unfactored 80  Unfactored 80 

Factored Load 96  Factored Load 128 

 

Total Factored and Unfactored Load: 

Total Second Floor Load 
(PSF) 

160 Unfactored 

224 Factored Load 

 

 

 


